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Dear Research Administrators,

Please share this information with your investigators as appropriate.    Northeastern’s Environmental
Health & Safety Office has been working closely with researchers to help prepare them in the event
they need to shut-down their laboratory research operations.  EHS has prepared the attached
checklist to aid the orderly shut-down of research labs. 

We hope you find this information helpful.   We will continue to update you as events warrant.    NU-
RES is fully operational and working remotely.   Stay well and Stay Home.

Your NU-RES Team

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic,  your NU-RES Team will be working remotely; e-mail is the preferred means of communication;
we are also available to meet via Microsoft Teams or phone.   In the case of an emergency, please call 617-373-5600 or email
NU-RES@northeastern.edu, the central NU-RES email box is monitored during regular business hours.   Because circumstances
are evolving quickly please also refer to our  NU-RES web site and our COVID-19 Updates page for information about
submitting proposals and managing your awards.   

mailto:NU-RES@northeastern.edu
https://research.northeastern.edu/nu-res/
https://research.northeastern.edu/nu-res/nu-res-covid-19-updates/



Northeastern University Laboratory Scale/Shut-Down Checklist 


Each laboratory should develop a plan to protect laboratory equipment, materials, and research from 
loss and to prevent hazardous conditions. Use this checklist to restrict research on campus to critical 
activities, performed by a limited number of designated personnel. The only critical activities that 
should continue to be conducted on campus are those that are necessary to retain crucial research 
assets necessary to maintain laboratory viability: 


• Care for animals, plants and unique or expensive cell cultures or biological specimens, 
• Preservation of unique reagents and other unique or expensive materials, and 
• Maintaining equipment (e.g., liquid nitrogen and liquid helium systems, and shared 


computational clusters) that cannot be maintained remotely or shut down without significant 
cost or consequences to the research effort. 


• Research that is essential for the understanding and reduction of COVID-19 risk.  


 


This reduction is planned to be implemented by the end of  [TBD]  For additional information about 
this decision, please see Appendix 1 - email from the Provost’s office on 3/15/2020. For complete 
information on the university response to COVID-19, please visit the website at COVID-19. 
This checklist of for your lab’s internal use and may not address every concern for your lab. PIs and 
researchers should review the full list below and consider how best to adapt it to the specific needs of 
their laboratory. 


Preparing 


Item Complete 
or N/A 


Notes 


Identify all non-critical activities that can be ramped down, 
curtailed, suspended or delayed. 


  


Identify one primary and one backup personnel able to 
safely perform essential activities. 


  


Communications 


Item Complete 
or N/A 


Notes 


Maintain an up-to-date list of all members of your research 
group and department safety officer, and college safety 
officer. Ensure that all group members are registered to 
receive Northeastern Emergency Alerts.  


  


Ensure the contact list is saved where it can be remotely 
accessed by everyone in the contact list. Include email, 
home and/or cell phone numbers. Email the contact list to   
EHS@Northeastern.edu. 


  


Test your email group or phone tree to facilitate 
communication within the lab researcher group and safety 
officers. 


  


Review contingency plans and emergency procedures with 
researchers and staff.  


  


Cross-train research staff in these tasks so that they 
can be accomplished if the primary person becomes 
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sick. Ensure you are documenting critical step-by-step 
instructions in your Standard Operating Procedures. 
Check BioRAFT to make sure emergency contacts is up to 
date. Ensure emergency door sign is posted on outside of 
lab doors.  


  


Shipping/Receiving 


Item Complete 
or N/A 


Notes 


Limit new orders to items needed to support minimal 
critical functions. 


  


If possible, cancel orders for non-essential research 
materials if they have not yet shipped. 


  


Plan for any outgoing hazmat shipments, both on the 
shipping and receiving end.  


  


Plan for any outgoing and incoming perishable shipments 
and ensure they are properly stored.  Contact NU Mail 
Services to check the status of your expected package. 


  


To schedule a delivery or pick-up time email NU Mail 
Services personnel: m.subramaniam@northeastern.edu; 
s.lee@northeastern.edu; r.holmberg@northeastern.edu - 
located in the basement of 716 Columbus Ave, phone 
617-373-2114. 


  


Research Materials 


Item Complete 
or N/A 


Notes 


Freeze down any biological stock material for long term 
storage. 


  


Consolidate storage of valuable perishable items within 
storage units that have backup systems. 


  


Fill Dewar's and cryogen containers for sample storage 
and critical equipment. Ensure you have adequate 
supplies of cryogenic liquids. 


  


Consult with DLAM about current animal care 
recommendations. DLAM may be emailed. 


  


Secure all hazardous materials in long-term storage. Label 
and securely cap every container. 


  


Ensure all flammables are stored in flammable storage 
cabinets.   


  


Ensure that all items are labeled appropriately. All working 
stocks of materials must be labeled with the full name of 
its contents and include hazards. 


  


Remove all chemicals and glassware from benchtops and 
fume hoods and store in cabinets or appropriate shelving. 


  


Request waste pickup for peroxide forming compounds or 
other chemicals (i.e. piranha etch) that may become 
unstable over time. Peroxide forming compounds must be 
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tested prior to pick up.  Please use vent caps on these 
containers. 
Collect contents of any acid/base baths and request waste 
pickup. 


  


Remove infectious materials from biosafety cabinets, and 
autoclave, disinfect, or safely store them as appropriate. 


  


Confirm inventory of controlled substances (including 
syringes and needles) and toxins of biological origin. 
Document in logbook. 


  


Secure controlled substances according to DEA 
regulations. Consider additional measures to restrict 
access to controlled substances. 


  


Secure physical hazards such as sharps.   
Secure radioactive materials. Contact 
EHS@Northeastern.edu, if you need to transfer RAM to 
another location. 


  


Review NU lab self-inspection checklist.    


Physical Hazards 


Item Complete 
or N/A 


Notes 


Close gas valves. If possible, shut off gas to area.   
Turn off appliances, equipment, and computers. Unplug if 
possible. 


  


Secure gas cylinders and store in upright position. 
Remove regulators and use caps. 


  


Plan for management of non-essential cryogenically 
cooled equipment like SQUIDS and cryostats. 


  


Protect against flooding from broken pipes. Elevate 
chemicals, materials, supplies, equipment, and electrical 
wires, off of the floor.   


  


Check that equipment requiring uninterrupted electrical 
power is connected to an Uninterrupted Power Supply 
and/or emergency power. 


  


Equipment 


Item Complete 
or N/A 


Notes 


Prepare equipment if routine upkeep is required.   
Check that refrigerator, freezer, and incubator doors are 
tightly closed. 


  


Biosafety cabinets: surface decontaminate the inside work 
area, close the sash and power down. Do NOT leave the 
UV light on. 


  


Fume hoods: Clear the hood of all hazards, allowing for 
proper airflow and shut the sash. 


  


Review proper shut down procedures to prevent surging.   
Shut down and unplug sensitive electric equipment.   
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Ensure up-to-date emergency contact information (names 
and cell phone numbers) is posted on the door of your 
temperature critical equipment.  


  


Check that essential equipment is on red power supply for 
emergency power. 


  


Consider the availability of CO2, and plan to consolidate 
and shut down unneeded incubators to conserve supplies. 


  


Turn off all lasers and remove the key from the power 
source. 


  


Shut down microscopes, hot plates, sterilizers, water 
baths, and all other equipment that is not being used. 
Unplug from energy source, if possible. 


  


Decontamination 


Item Complete 
or N/A 


Notes 


Decontaminate/sanitize areas of the lab as you would do 
routinely at the end of the day. 


  


Decontaminate/sanitize and clean any reusable materials.   
Document a contamination survey if you have a 
radioactive material permit for unsealed material. 


  


Waste Management 


Item   Complete 
or N/A 


Notes 


Collect and label all hazardous chemical waste in satellite 
accumulation areas (SAAs). Segregate incompatible 
chemicals (e.g., in appropriate secondary bins or trays). 


  


Place a Request for chemical hazardous waste to be 
collected. 


  


Biological waste: Disinfect and empty aspirator collection 
flasks.  


  


Dispose of all biological materials appropriately.   
Collect radioactive waste in appropriate waste containers. 
Follow EHS RAD waste protocol. 


  


Discard unwanted, non-hazardous chemicals. Refer to 
EHS guidance for drain and trash disposal. 


  


 


Security 


Item Complete 
or N/A 


Notes 


Lock all lab doors. Ensure essential personnel supporting 
critical functions have access. 


  


Close all windows.   
Back up and secure lab notebooks and other data.   
Take laptops home.   
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If DEA/Mass-MCSR Controlled Substances are needed 
during ramp-down or animal emergencies, ensure that 
those performing the essential tasks are authorized and 
know how to access. 


  


General Area 


Item Complete 
or N/A 


Notes 


Remove all perishable items and open food containers 
from the break areas, refrigerators, lockers, personal 
spaces. 


  


Perform general housekeeping.   
 
Please contact EHS@Northeastern.edu, your department safety officer or college safety officer with 
questions about how to secure hazards or safely suspend research operations in your laboratory.  


Plan now for return to normal operations – what needs to happen, who will do what functions, and 
planned communication to others for returning to full operating capacity.  
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Appendix 1 – Sunday March 15, 2020 - 4:15 PM 


 


Dear Research Principal Investigators: 


The research enterprise of the university and its laboratories are currently open and operating. This 
memo addresses contingency and continuity planning. 


The university research community finds itself navigating unprecedented circumstances in which 
changes occur on a daily basis. As of Friday, March 13, the database of responsible contacts for every 
laboratory at the university has been reconfirmed. Also, a survey was sent out to all faculty with a 
required response deadline of Tuesday, March 17, through which we will refine this information to 
include specific maintenance actions required for each laboratory and identify the trained laboratory 
member with the responsibility to execute those maintenance actions should the laboratory be 
closed. 


Considering the remarkable fluidity attending the public health response to the coronavirus crisis, it is 
prudent to plan for potential further disruption of the research enterprise up to and including the 
shutdown of the university and its research laboratories. In order to be prepared should a shutdown 
become necessary, each laboratory must develop/update its Research Continuity Plan and review it 
with all group members. It is also critical that we attend to the well-being of our research groups 
including following the health guidelines and policies issued by the university. Research groups should 
already have executed steps to reduce the density of people in the labs and maintain social distancing 
following public health guidelines. Executed well, we will limit the decrease of research productivity, 
help prevent illness, and avoid incurring costly losses in research equipment and experiments. 


Therefore, at this time, I am requiring all faculty research group leaders to take the following actions. 
As we execute, our primary focus must be the personal safety of all involved. 


1. Maintain an up-to-date list of all members of your research group including email addresses, 
home and cell phone numbers. Establish an email group or phone tree to facilitate 
communication. Stress to your group that they must be able to be contacted at all times. 
Ensure that all group members are registered to receive Northeastern Emergency Alerts. 
 


2. Should you become aware of a research group member who is sick, you must notify the 
university through this link [https://phd.northeastern.edu/covid-19/] with the message, 
“There is a sick member of my research group.” Do not use the student’s name; you will be 
contacted by the university. 
 


3. Identify current laboratory activities that require personnel attention (e.g. equipment 
maintenance, cell culture maintenance, animal studies, ongoing long-term experiment 
monitoring) and respective room locations. Enter this information in the survey along with the 
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name of the laboratory member responsible for each task. Cross-train research staff in these 
tasks so that they can be accomplished if the primary person becomes sick. 
 


4. Surfaces in individual laboratories will need to be disinfected should a member become sick. 
Identify all equipment and supplies by room that will require special attention or treatment 
should disinfection be necessary. This will help avoid damage to equipment or experiments 
from the disinfection process. 
 


5. Identify research experiments that can be brought to an end, suspended, or delayed. 
Communicate these decisions within your group. 
 


6. EH&S will be contacting laboratories that generate larger quantities of waste to remove 
chemical and biological waste now. For other laboratories, ensure that chemical and biological 
waste are appropriately isolated and stored. If you have special needs in your laboratory at 
this time, contact EH&S. 
 


7. Ensure that high-risk materials (biohazard, radioactive, chemicals) are secured. 
 


8. Shipments may be delayed. Ensure you have adequate supplies of cryogenic liquids, necessary 
gases, etc.  
 


9. If your laboratory works with animals, work with DLAM to create a contingency plan to pause 
current experiments.  For special requirements, contact DLAM to see if additional assistance 
could be provided by the DLAM staff.  DLAM will remain fully operational as long as they have 
the staff. 
 


10. Ensure that your laboratory remains locked and maintain lab security at all times. Do not prop 
open doors. 
 


11. Develop a step-by-step procedure to place your laboratory in standby mode. This should 
include the shutdown of all equipment for which this is possible, securing materials, closing 
valves, shutting down power, etc. This procedure must trigger the notification of all lab 
personnel responsible for the maintenance activities identified in #3 above. 


 


As you work through your planning for COVID-19 disruption, you can assume that normal 
infrastructure, such as power and telecommunications, will be maintained. The university will notify 
you of disruptions in access to laboratories. Given the nature of this crisis, these notifications may 
necessarily come with short implementation deadlines.   


Grant and Contract Related Questions 


NU-RES is actively engaged with funding agencies and is in contact with other research universities. 
As the government develops policy associated with the COVID-19 crisis, this will be communicated to 







all PIs. Contact your research administrator if you have specific questions, or to coordinate 
notification of regulatory and funding agencies. 


Thank you for your diligent attention to these special requirements. At this time, this important 
exercise is for research continuity and contingency planning; the research laboratories of the 
university remain open. For complete information on the university response to COVID-19, please 
visit the website at COVID-19. 


Stay safe, 


 
David Luzzi 


Senior Vice Provost for Research 
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